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ABSTRACT
We investigate closed captions and discrete cosine transform
coefficients individually as features for classifying movies by
genre and learning user preferences. Using a support vector
machine as the classifier, we find that these features work
very well for classification by genre but the results are less
satisfactory when learning user preferences.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing; I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learn-
ing

Keywords
closed captions, discrete cosine transform, video genre, clas-
sification

1. INTRODUCTION
Many consumers today in the USA have access to hun-

dreds of television channels, not to mention the video avail-
able on the Internet and in video stores. While this provides
consumers with a variety of options of what to watch, the
huge number of choices makes it difficult for consumers to
find the video that matches their interests.

One method that consumers use to narrow down the choices
is to look for entertainment video, such as television shows
or movies, that is in a particular genre. As a result, research
has begun on automatically classifying video by genre. Clas-
sifying video by genre is useful for recommending entertain-
ment video to a user, but if many video choices are in the
same genre then the user must still filter out what they
think they will like from the list of possibilities. The ex-
isting methods for recommending entertainment video to a
user typically use information retrieval techniques that rely
on text-based information about the video (e.g., genre, ac-
tors, description) or they use collaborative filtering, which
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makes recommendations based upon the preferences of other
users thought to be similar.

These two approaches have shown to be successful, but
they do have some drawbacks. In order to use text-based in-
formation retrieval techniques, then the text describing the
video must exist. Currently this requires a human to prepare
this information, at least to do it well. The problem with
the collaborative filtering approach is that video that hasn’t
been seen by similar users can’t be recommended. One so-
lution to resolving the problems of these two approaches is
to combine them [17].

The approach we have chosen is to extract information
from the video itself. In this paper we investigate two dif-
ferent features for their applicability in automatically clas-
sifying entertainment video by genre and for learning user
preferences: closed captions and discrete cosine transform
coefficients. One of the benefits of using closed captions is
that words have meaning to humans and it is possible to see
how some words tend to be associated with certain genre
(e.g., ‘stadium’ is likely to occur in the sports genre). It is
not always as easy for humans to recognize how certain low-
level visual and audio features are associated with certain
genre. Another benefit is that by utilizing a lexicon such as
WordNet [16], it might be possible to perform concept learn-
ing, although we don’t pursue that in this paper. A third is
that extracting text is less computationally expensive than
performing image processing.

However, using closed captions does have some disadvan-
tages. One is that the text available in closed captions is
largely dialog; there is little need to describe what is being
seen. For this reason closed captions do not capture much of
what is occurring in a video. A second is that not all video
has closed captions nor can closed captions be generated
for video without dialog. A third is that while extracting
closed captions is not computationally expensive, generat-
ing the feature vectors of terms and learning from them can
be computationally expensive since the feature vectors can
have tens of thousands of terms.

Many methods exist for representing video, but discrete
cosine transform coefficients have the advantage of already
being present in MPEG-1 videos as well as some other image
and video formats. The discrete cosine transform concen-
trates much of the energy in an image into a few coefficients
[9]. By just using these few coefficients, the visual aspects
of the video can be represented.

We believe that these features can also be used for pur-
poses other than identifying entertainment video of inter-



est to a user. Some other uses for automatically classifying
video by genre are:

• indexing multimedia databases—help search for par-
ticular types of video clips

• learn video preferences

• user modeling

• Internet-based agents to notify a user of video that
they might find of interest

• determine genre for scenes within a video—for filtering
or summarization

2. RELATED WORK
Bacher [3] designed the Monologue Dissector, which used

closed captions to identify jokes within a monologue. Cer-
tain words and phrases were hard-coded into his system in
order to identify where jokes began and ended. This allowed
a user to search for jokes containing words of interest and
then playing the video of that joke. Bacher also attempted
to perform content analysis on the jokes, but he was never
able to produce satisfactory results due to the limited num-
ber of words associated with each joke.

Roach and Mason [14] used the audio, in particular mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), from video for genre
classification. This approach was chosen because of its suc-
cess in automatic speech recognition. A Gaussian mixture
model was used because of its popularity in speaker recogni-
tion. The genre studied were sports (specifically fast-moving
types), cartoons, news, commercials, and music. A classi-
fication accuracy of approximately 80% was achieved when
using test sequences of 25 seconds.

Dinh et al. [5] used Daub4 wavelets of the audio from
video clips to classify by genre. An advantage of only an-
alyzing audio is that it takes much less computation than
analyzing the image properties of a video. Wavelets were
compared to features from Fourier and time analysis. Seven
sub-bands of the audio were used in the study. The genres
studied were news, commercials, vocal music shows, con-
certs, motor racing sports, and cartoons. Tests were con-
ducted using the C4.5 decision tree, kNN with k = 6, and
support vector machines with linear kernels. The results for
wavelets were comparable to those for features from Fourier
and time analysis. kNN was better than C4.5 and support
vector machines in all cases. While clips of duration 0.5s,
1.0s, 1.5s, and 2.0s were tested, the duration didn’t appear
to cause any significant difference in the performance of the
classifiers.

Fischer et al. [6] used a three-step process to classify
video clips by genre. The genre studied were news, car rac-
ing (sports), tennis (sports), commercials, and cartoons. In
the first step they extract syntactic properties: color statis-
tics, cuts (or shots), motion vectors, identification of some
simple objects, and audio features. In the second step they
derive style attributes using information found in step 1.
This consists of dividing the video into scenes, using mo-
tion information to distinguish between motion due to the
camera panning or zooming and object motion, object seg-
mentation, and distinguishing between the sounds of speech,
music, and noise. In the third step, modules for each of the
style attributes estimates what genre the clip belongs to. A

weighted average of the estimates is used to produce a final
decision.

Rasheed et al. [13] used low-level visual features to clas-
sify movie previews by genre. The genre studied were action,
comedy, drama, and horror. The features used were aver-
age shot length, shot motion content, lighting key and color
variance, with the intent of capturing cinematic principles.
Clustering was performed using mean shift clustering. This
method was chosen because it can automatically detect the
number of clusters and it is non-parametric, so it was unnec-
essary to make assumptions about the underlying structure.

3. CLOSED CAPTIONING
Closed captioning is a method of letting hearing-impaired

people know what is being said in a video by displaying
text of the speech on the screen. Closed captions are found
in Line 21 of the vertical blanking interval of a television
transmission and require a decoder to be seen on a televi-
sion [15]. In addition to representing the dialog occurring in
the video, closed captioning also displays information about
other types of sounds such as sound effects (e.g., [BEAR
GROWLS]), onomatopoeias (e.g., grrrr), and music lyrics
(enclosed in music note symbols, �). Because closed cap-
tioning is not part of the video, it is possible for the viewer
to turn them on and off. This also allows them to be ex-
tracted from the transmission of the video.

In addition to closed captioning, text can be placed on the
television screen with open captioning or subtitling. Open
captioning serves the same purpose as closed captioning, but
the text is actually part of the video and would need to be ex-
tracted with a character recognition program in order to be
used for our purpose. Subtitles are also part of the video in
television broadcasts although this isn’t the case for DVDs.
However, subtitles are intended for people who can hear the
audio of a video but can’t understand it because it is in an-
other language or because the audio is unclear and therefore
typically won’t include references to non-dialog sounds.

While not all television shows have closed captions, that
is changing. The Telecommunications Act of 1996, which
took effect in 1998, placed closed captioning requirements
on television shows broadcast in the United States. With
some exceptions, the law required that broadcasters begin
providing closed captions on their broadcasts with a goal of
100% of all broadcast hours of new (first broadcast in 1998
or later) television shows by 2006 and 75% of older (first
broadcast prior to 1998) television shows by 2008.

For video that contains human speech but is not closed
captioned, speech recognition programs could be used to
generate closed captions and thus make it possible to use
closed captioning for classification.

4. DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM
During the encoding of MPEG-1 video, each pixel in each

frame is transformed from the RGB color space to the Y CbCr

color space, which consists of one luminance (Y ) and two
chrominance (Cb and Cr) values. The values in the new color
space are then transformed in blocks of 8 × 8 pixels using
the discrete cosine transform (DCT). Much of the MPEG-1
encoding process deals with macroblocks (MB), which con-
sist of four blocks of 8×8 pixels arranged in a 2×2 pattern.
Because the human eye is less sensitive to the chrominance
components, these are sampled less frequently than the lu-



minance component. Therefore, each block within a mac-
roblock has DCT coefficients for the luminance component
but the same chrominance DCT coefficients are used for all
blocks within the macroblock. This results in six sets of 64
DCT coefficients for each macroblock.

The DCT used in the MPEG-1 standard is
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The upper left corner of the block of DCT coefficients has
coordinates (0, 0) and the lower right corner has coordinates
(7, 7). It can be seen from the equation that for coordinates
(0, 0), the DCT produces a value that is proportional to the
average value. This value is known as the DC term while
the other 63 values are known as the AC terms. While each
block has 64 DCT coefficients, for natural images most of
the energy of the block is concentrated in a few terms in the
upper left corner. That is, most of the information needed
to reconstruct the block is found in these terms. One of the
ways that compression is achieved in MPEG-1 video is that
the DCT coefficients with little energy are discarded [18].

5. DATA ACQUISITION AND PREPROCESS-
ING

We chose 81 movies from the MovieLens project [10] that
had been rated by at least 20 users and acquired the DVDs
of them. The entire MovieLens dataset consists of 3,883
movies rated by 6040 users on a 1-5 scale for a total of
1,000,209 individual ratings. Each movie in the dataset also
has one or more genre labels. Using this dataset allowed us
to perform experiments on both classification by genre and
learning of individual preferences.

5.1 Processing of Closed Captions
The closed captions were extracted from the DVDs in their

entirety including any sound effects (e.g., [DOOR CREAKS]).
The words found in sound effects could possibly be used to
gain understanding of what is happening at that point in a
video, but we did not pursue this in this work. Each movie’s
closed captions were converted to a feature vector using the
bag-of-words model [7]. In the bag-of-words model, the vec-
tor for document j (in our study, the closed captions for
television show j) contains an entry for each distinct word
appearing in the collection of documents. The value of the
ith entry, term i, in vector j, is the number of times word i

occurs in document j. One potential drawback of the bag-

of-words model is that information about word order is not
kept.

Next, a stop list [8] was applied to remove common words
such as ’and’ and ’the’. Such words are unlikely to have
much distinguishing power and increase the computational
requirements. Then each word was stemmed using Porter’s
stemming algorithm [12]. This removed the suffixes from
words leaving the root. For example, the words ‘indepen-
dence’ and ‘independent’ both have ‘indepen’ as their root.
The stemmed words were used to generate the feature vec-
tors instead of the original words.

5.2 Processing of Video Features
A movie is a collection of frames. Those consecutive

frames that are produced by a single camera action are a
shot. For our purposes we wished to represent a movie as a
collection of shots with each shot being represented by video
features found within the shot. To extract the video features
that we desired, we modified mpeg java, an MPEG-1 video
player [1]. This required first converting each DVD to an
MPEG-1 clip. The resolution of the frames in our video was
240 × 352.

Each frame in the MPEG-1 format is classified as either
an I-frame, P-frame, or B-frame 1 depending on how it is
encoded. I-frames contain all of the information needed to
decode the frame while the other two make use of informa-
tion found in an I-frame or P-frame.

A color histogram was generated for each I-frame. Shots
were detected by comparing the color histograms of consecu-
tive I-frames; if the differences between two of these frames
exceeded some threshold, we assumed a shot change had
occurred [2].

We extracted DCT coefficients from the first frame of each
shot with the assumption that the first frame is representa-
tive of the entire shot. In many cases the frames within a
single shot will be similar enough for this assumption to hold
true. If two consecutive frames within a single true shot are
significantly different, then it is likely that the shot detec-
tion method will falsely identify a shot at this point anyway
and the DCT coefficients for this frame will be included in
the collection of shots.

The next step was to represent the frame as a histogram
of DCT coefficients. In order to reduce the amount of in-
formation needed to represent a frame, we chose to use only
the DC term from each block. To see how much information
is contained just in the DC term of each block, see Figures
1 and 2. Figure 1 shows a frame from the TV show Sliders
that was reconstructed from DCT coefficients. Figure 2 rep-
resents the same frame, but the 63 AC terms were set to zero
and then the inverse DCT was applied. Although Figure 2 is
blocky, it is still possible to recognize it as representing the
scene shown in Figure 1. The histograms for each of the
three color components were concatenated to form a vector
representing the shot in a manner similar to that described
in [19]. The resulting vector had 3 × 2041 = 6123 terms
since DC coefficients can range in value from 0 to 2040 [11].

Once all of the shots had been represented as a histogram
of DC terms, we performed k-means clustering with the Eu-
clidean distance as the similarity measure. After the cluster-
ing was complete, each movie was represented by a feature
vector with a term for each of the k clusters. Movies with

1There is also a D-frame in which only the DC coefficients
are stored.
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Figure 1: Frame from Sliders.
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Figure 2: Frame from Sliders in which all values in

a block use the DC term.

similar types of shots should have similar feature vectors.

6. EXPERIMENTS
For each of the features under consideration, we performed

three types of experiments: classification by genre, classi-
fication by user rating, and classification by grouped user
ratings. All tests were performed using the support vector
machine classifier available in the Weka data mining software
[20] with the default linear kernel. Support vector machines
are well-suited to classification problems in which there are
few training examples but the feature vectors have many
terms [4]. Because we did not have much data, we per-
formed 10-fold cross validation. There were 1,116 users who
had rated at least 10 of these 81 movies. For each type of

Class. 95% Confidence
Experiment Accuracy Interval
CC, by Genre 89.71% (84.34, 95.09)
CC, Individual Ratings 38.45% (37.40, 39.50)
CC, Grouped Ratings 64.04% (63.02, 65.05)
DC Terms, by Genre (20) 88.48% (82.66, 94.30)
DC Terms, Ind. Rat. (20) 33.26% (32.33, 34.19)
DC Terms, Gr. Rat. (20) 59.23% (58.28, 60.19)
DC Terms, by Genre (40) 87.24% (81.17, 93.31)
DC Terms, Ind. Rat. (40) 32.54% (31.63, 33.45)
DC Terms, Gr. Rat. (40) 58.76% (57.83, 59.69)

Table 1: Summary of results.

experiment the mean classification accuracy was calculated.
Some of the 81 movies had more than one genre label in

the MovieLens dataset. There were 18 unique genre labels.
To classify by genre, we created a separate test file for each
genre with each movie being marked as either being in that
genre or not.

To classify by user rating, we created a test file for each
of the 1,116 users with the movies that user had rated. The
label for each movie was the rating that user had given the
movie on a 1-5 scale.

To classify by grouped user ratings, we created a test file
for each of the 1,116 users with the movies that user had
rated. The ratings were grouped: a movie with a rating of
4 or 5 was labeled as ‘liked’ while a movie with a rating of
1-3 was labeled as ‘disliked’.

When classifying by genre using closed captions, feature
vectors for all 81 movies were used. These feature vectors
had 15,254 terms. When classifying using the individual
ratings each user had assigned to the movies, the feature
vectors ranged in size from 4401 to 13350 terms depending
on the movies rated.

During the extraction of the DCT coefficients, our soft-
ware failed prior to reaching the end of each movie. This
resulted in an inconsistent number of minutes processed for
each movie. While the total number of shots for all 81
movies was 46,311, we were only able to obtain a few shots
for some movies while for others we obtained hundreds.

The experiments using DCT coefficients represented each
movie by a histogram of k shot clusters. We initially set
k = 20 for the three types of experiments. Then we set
k = 40 to see if the number of shot clusters would affect the
results.

The results for all of the experiments are shown in Table
1 with 95% confidence intervals. The results were virtually
the same regardless of whether closed captions or DCT co-
efficients were used. In each case classification by genre had
the best results while classification by individual ratings had
the worst. We expected classification by genre of a movie
to be easier than learning an individual’s preferences and
so were not surprised by these results. We were surprised
to find that when using DCT coefficients as the feature the
results were very similar regardless of the cluster size. The
previously mentioned problem in obtaining consistent data
may have contributed to this. Another possible reason was
that the threshold value that we used for shot detection may
have been too conservative, that is, the amount of difference
between two frames necessary to indicate that a shot had oc-
curred may have been too high. This would result in some
shots being undetected. In fact, we found that some movies
were represented mainly by a few types of shots.

The results when learning preferences using individual
ratings ranged from 32.5% to 38.4%. These values are bet-
ter than the 20% accuracy one would expect to get if the
ratings were chosen at random from a 1-5 scale, but there
is still much room for improvement. It seems unlikely that
users would be satisfied with a recommender system with
classification accuracies this low. One reason for this poor
performance could be that the number of training examples
for each user was too small to learn a user’s preferences.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that when classifying movies by genre,

both closed captions and DCT coefficients perform very well



and that, at least when using the methods we employed, the
results are essentially the same for both. When using these
same methods to learn the video preferences of individuals,
the results were better than one would expect to get if the
movies were chosen at random but still well below 100%
accuracy.

In the future we would like to combine closed captions
with visual features to determine what relationship, if any,
exists between closed captions and visual features. Our ul-
timate goal is to learn the preferences of users in order to
make recommendations.
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